What is a 1963 - 64 Studebaker Avanti Build Sheet ?
By Dan Booth

I
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have been asked for over 35 years, “How can I
acquire the original copies of the Studebaker Avanti
1963-1964 Build Sheets, Inspection Tickets, Dealer
Cost Invoices and Avanti Motors original copies of
their build sheets from 1965-1985?” They also ask for
explanations how these papers were used by Studebaker
and Avanti Motors.
In October of 1984, from the Steve Blake era of
Avanti Motors, I purchased all the original copies of the
passenger car production orders (build sheets), Inspection Tickets and Dealer Cost Invoices for the 1963-64
Avanti and all the Original Build Sheet copies for 19651985 Avantis, and the exclusive rights to all other copies
that may show up at any later dates, for all the above
mentioned documents.
I knew of their existence, as I was purchasing copies, in
the late 1960s through 1984, from Avanti Motors, under
the Altman ownership, for my customers and my used
Avanti inventory.
The build sheet contains all the vital information to
assemble the vehicle as per the original new car order.
My original build sheets quite often have somebody’s
name, initial, check and or marks, statements like “tested
on rolls” and etc.
The rolls are very large steel drums that are located in
the floor. A driver would pull up on these rolls and the
rear wheel would rest on these very large drums. The
driver would punch a button and wheel chocks would
come up in front and back of the front wheels. A large
speedometer was visible to the driver and he/she would
accelerate up to a predetermined speed, checking for
a correct operation of that vehicle. All 1963-64 Avantis
were tested on the rolls and road tested, per section
IV of the Chassis Inspection Tickets. If something
was noted, like tested on rolls, on the build sheet that
meant it was retested to make sure that all the noted
repairs were completed. These copies of the original
build sheets and inspection tickets were probably the
last pieces of paper handled by a Studebaker employee,
before they were driven out the door for shipping.
All Nostalgic Motor Cars copies of the original build
sheets are exactly reproduced on parchment toned
paper, as this is more forgiving of 57-year-old fold
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This is a copy of Nostalgic’s Original Build Sheet, for 63R-4330, part
of The Nostalgic’s Born Reports.

marks, wrinkles and smear marks. It also makes it a
little more difficult to change the information on the
build sheets, for obvious reasons.
I have included copies of two different 1963 Avantis
63R-3119 and 63R-4330 One showing check and “x”
marks with “tested on rolls.” The other shows how the
information was changed, for some reason, with “x’s”
typed over the original words and the new information
typed in. Note the different notations, rubber stamp dates
and sizes. These have become known as “The Nostalgic
Born Reports.”
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What is a Dealer Cost Invoice
and What Information is on the Invoice ?
The 1963-1964 Studebaker Avanti Original Dealer
Invoice is a 8 1/2” x 11” paper which has the original
ordering dealer’s name and address, dealer number,
order number and date. It also has the name of the
bank or finance company listed. The original serial
number and engine number are also listed with the
dealers' wholesale cost on the base car with a list of
all the extra cost options with their wholesale prices,
color of exterior, color of interior, TV advertising,
sales promotion and distribution and delivery are
added up with the dealer cost base price for a total of
what the dealer was paying for that Avanti. This is not
the window sticker that was on the Avanti when it was
delivered. The average mark up that Studebaker put
on the window sticker was about 25% on the base car,
the average mark up by Studebaker on accessories
was about 30 precent. If you look in the bottom left
corner, it states, “make check payable to the order of
Studebaker Corporation.” The Original Dealer Cost
Invoices are on white paper. I copy them on parchment tone paper as it is more forgiving to a 57 year
old document, with fold marks and etc. and just looks
better.
I picked this Dealer Cost Invoice for 63R-4330 as a
sample to show. The difference from the dealer cost
to the window sticker cost.
• It is also a very low option car (rare)
• It’s a very rare factory 3-speed standard shift,
about 78 were built.
• It was a factory or dealer demo and was marked
down by $100.00 (see hand written notation)
• I also own this very rare factory 3-speed
• I also have a copy of the original window sticker,
which makes it easier for you to understand how
Studebaker’s suggested mark up worked.
• I also thought it was very odd indeed that a 3
speed standard shift was used as a demo, probably
the only one out of about 78.
I find it fascinating to Google the original ordering
dealerships’ address, listed on the dealer invoices
to see if the building is still standing, and if so what
it is being used for today. The address listed on this
Original Dealer Cost Invoice is 1605 N. Main Street,
Dayton, Ohio. Google shows it as a marketing group
and it's a building of about 6000 Sq. Ft. It appears to
be the original building that has been remodeled with
lots of extra parking that would have been needed for
new and used vehicle parking.
How cool is that? To find the original Studebaker
Building still being used today. If I wanted to carry
it further. I would call the marketing company to
get more information about the building or to inform
them it might be a original building of an old Stude-
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A copy of Original Dealer Cost Invoice for 63R4330.

A copy of Build Sheet from SASCO, 8-30-1968, 63R4330

See DEALER, Page 22
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Dealer, from page 21
baker dealership. What today’s technology and extremely
rare, old original paperwork can do for you from your
computer is fascinating and cool beyond words. Copies
of the original Studebaker Avanti and Avanti Paper work
has become known as “The Nostalgic Born Reports.”

This is a copy of a letter, and build sheet from SASCO, dated August,
30, 1968. It was a response letter from the 2nd owner of 63R-4330, I
am the third owner. They supplied the original owners name, address
and date of sale. This information most likely came from Studebaker
sales records. I have blanked out the second owners name.

Raymond Loewy magnets: Often referred to as
the “Father of Industrial Design” Loewy introduced
many phrases into the art and design world. Here
is one such phrase that you can keep on your desk,
car, or in the kitchen to give inspiration each day.
Add instant style to lockers, dorm rooms,
workspace or the fridge while keeping your notes
and reminders in view with an attention-grabbing
Rectangle Magnet.
Comes in TWO (2) styles: White with black lettering,
or black with white lettering. Specify which magnet
you prefer.
Measures 2.125” x 3.125”
Metal shell; Mylar/UV protecting cover
Flat magnetic back. $5.50 each; state which style
you prefer. Send check to cover quantity ordered,
plus $2. 00 shipping per magnet. Lewis Schucart,
12102 Josephine Marie Drive, Maryland Heights,
MO 63043-4200.
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What is an Avanti Build Sheet for 1965-1985 Avantis?
By Dan Booth

A
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vanti Motors Original Build Sheets have the vin
assigned to this vehicle, with all the information
typed to build the Avanti per the original order.
It also might have special notes for additional
accessories or changes made. The special notes were
normally high lighted with a marker pen as per sample
RQB-3419.
When the car was being assembled it got the engine
number, date of purchase, date of shipping, key numbers
etc., written in. Sometimes it has the name of the original
person, and/or dealer, that had ordered the Avanti.
This particular Avanti RQB-3419 was a car that I had
ordered for my customer. She was leasing it from a lease
company in my Detroit, Michigan area, as stated. Sometimes the person or dealer listed that ordered the car may
have not taken delivery.
Example: It would take about 12 weeks for Avanti
Motors in 1982 to build a car of special order. This particular Avanti was canceled by my customer in about the
8th or 9th week of the build. She had just graduated law
school and ordered her dream car from me. She saw
my wife, Betty’s, 1978 and ordered almost the identical
Avanti. I never required a deposit to order an Avanti for
a customer, as Avanti Motors never required a deposit
from me.
It was canceled because her father thought she should
purchase a Ford product, like a Lincoln, because he
worked at the Lincoln plant, which was one mile west of
me, at that time, in Wixom, Michigan.
I called Avanti sales manager
Chuck Soliday to cancel the
order. Chuck’s comment was
“Dan, that Avanti has great
colors and accessories and it
won’t be hard to sell, if I don’t
want it when it was finished.”
About two to three weeks later,
Brenda, my original ordering
customer, called and asked if
I could still get the Avanti for
her, that her father understood
how important it was to her to
have her dream car. I called
Chuck Soliday and asked if the
car would still be available. He
stated, it was still my car as I
did not cancel my order, only
who was going to take delivery,
but I would not have to take it if
I didn’t want it
He also stated that cancellation of an order, by a customer
or a dealer, has happened before and it was not big deal.
Why I told this story is that on my original build sheet
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copies, if it has a name or dealership listed, they may
have not taken delivery of said vehicle. So that information may be incorrect.
I’m very pleased to tell you that Brenda still owns
RQB-3419 that I delivered to her in May of 1982. It’s 99
percent original and showing minimal wear and she will
never sell it. It will be passed down in the family. I am
also happy to report that she showed RQB-3419 at the
Eyes on Design Show, June 17, 2018 along with me and
about 10 or 12 other customers. This fabulous invitation only show is held on the grounds of The Edsel Ford
Mansion, on Lake Sinclair in Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan.
The Avanti was the feature vehicle for their tribute
to Raymond Loewy’s design on that June Father’s Day,
2018.
Editor’s note: Brenda Maxwell’s Avanti was featured in
Avanti Magazine Issue 183, Summer/Fall 2018, on page 19.

Copy of Original 1982 Avanti Motors Build Sheet, RQB-3419, The
Nostalgic’s Born Report
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What are the 1963-64 Avanti Inspection Tickets?
By Dan Booth

Nostalgic Motor Cars

The Avanti inspection tickets are pre printed forms
on 8½"x11", double sided yellow card stock. One form is
titled “The Avanti Vehicle Inspection Check off inspection report Chassis.” The other preprinted form is titled
”Avanti Vehicle Inspection Check Off Inspection Report
Body”

These double sided forms are photo copied on yellow
card stock, but will be single sided. You might also get
some half sheets with written information on the back
side of a “Studebaker Car and Truck Assembly Inspection
Record” (see copy of the front side of this pre printed
form, above).
Each double sided form will have five to six categories. These categories have items listed that must be
inspected, as the vehicle is being built. If something was
found wrong, the inspector used “X” marks, check marks,
circles and etc. to identify the problems for correction,
that would be made later. They also wrote up items that
may not be listed in these pre printed categories. You will
also see a number written after the items listed by the
inspectors. These numbers are the badge or employee
numbers of the repair person that did the repairs.
These copies of the original inspection tickets show just
how problematic the Avanti was to build, as most have a
lot of extra written in problems, that were outside of the
pre printed check off selections space and criteria.
At right, in the next column, is a sample of the early
style Inspection Ticket Forms, used up to about 63R-1452,
with a total different look than the forms used after about
63R-1452.
I have included all the original copies of 63R-4330,
which I own, 63R-4330 was inspected in May of 1963 It’s
a very low option car, but is an extremely rare 3-speed,
standard shift, to the best of my knowledge only 78, 3
speed standard shifts were built behind the R-1 engine
for 1963-1964.

A copy of the early style inspection ticket form used up to about
Avanti 63R-1452, with a totally different look from later forms.

A copy of the front side of the later style Chassis Inspection
ticket form for Avanti 63R-4330.
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It doesn’t make any difference whether it was an early
1963 or a late 1964 they just all had a lot of extra repairs
written up. The penmanship is sometimes very difficult
to read. They may have paint over spray, grease smears,
wrinkle marks and smudges on them. After all they are
almost 60 years old.
The original inspection tickets are a very rare item to
find for any vehicle from any manufacturer, actually the
original Avanti inspection tickets are the only ones that
I know of that still exist from any vehicle ever manufactured.
The inspection documents for most, if not all the manufacturers, were typically destroyed when the vehicle was
ready for shi p.m.ents. They had served their purpose and
were now no longer any value.
On these original documents up in the top right
corner it will show a date that the particular car had
its final inspection, a serial number, line number and
body number, but this space was not always filled out
completely. It’s also quite interesting to note on the top of
the second page of “The Avanti Vehicle Inspection Check
Off Inspection Reports Chassis.” It is noted on most
copies that 8 gallons of gasoline were put in the gas tank.
These very rare copies of the original inspection tickets
will help document the way an Avanti was born and are
available exclusively from Nostalgic Motor Cars.
The original inspection tickets and the original build
sheets that I have were probably the very last pieces of
paper to be handled by that last Studebaker employee,
before the Avanti was driven outside for it’s trip to the
waiting Studebaker dealerships through out the world.

A copy of the back side of the later style of Chassis
Inspection ticket form for Avanti 63R-4330.
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A copy of the front side of the later style Body Inspection ticket
form for Avanti 63R-4330.

A copy of the back side of the later style Body Inspection
ticket form for Avanti 63R-4330.
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